Let Γ be a metric graph of genus g and let r be an integer with ≤ r ≤ g − such that Γ has a linear system g r r . Then Γ has a linear system g . For algebraic curves this is part of Cli ord's well-known Theorem.
Introduction
A well-known and important theorem in the theory of linear systems on a smooth projective irreducible algebraic curve C of genus at least 2 is Cli ord's Theorem: if g r d is a special linear system on C, then d ≥ r. Moreover, if d = r, then either g r d is trivial, or it is the canonical linear system, or the curve is hyperelliptic and g r r = rg . For a proof of Cli ord's Theorem see e.g. [3, Chapter III]. The inequality d ≥ r is an easy corollary of the Riemann-Roch Theorem. Also the characterisation of special linear systems g r r on a hyperelliptic curve can be obtained directly from the Riemann-Roch Theorem.
In [4] the authors prove a Riemann-Roch Theorem for nite graphs. In [7] and [10] the authors prove a Riemann-Roch Theorem for metric graphs and for tropical curves. In particular the inequality d ≥ r for a special g r d on such a structure follows immediately. In [6] the author gives a description of the special linear systems g r r on such a structure if there exists a g . Here we prove that if such a structure has a g r r with ≤ r ≤ g − , then there exists a g . This yields a complete Cli ord Theorem for such structures.
Main Theorem. Let Γ be a metric graph of genus g ≥ and let r be an integer satisfying ≤ r ≤ g − . If Γ has a linear system g r r , then Γ has a linear system g .
In order to mention the main steps of the proof we prove a part of Cli ord's Theorem for the classical case of curves. This will be the prototype for the proof for metric graphs.
Induction step for the existence of a g . Let C be a smooth curve of genus g and let g r r be a linear system on C with ≤ r ≤ g − . Then C has a linear system g r− r− .
Proof. Assume that g r r has a xed point P. Then for a general point P ὔ on C one has dim |g r r − P − P ὔ | = r − , giving rise to a g r− (r− ) on C. Therefore we can assume that g r r has no xed points. From the Riemann-Roch Theorem we obtain that |K C − g r r | is a complete linear system g g− −r g− − r on C. For E ∈ C (r) , respectively E ∈ C (g−r− ) , one has dim |g r r − E| ≥ , respectively dim |K C − g r r − E| ≥ . Therefore there exists F ∈ C (r) , respectively F ∈ C (g−r− ) , such that E + F ∈ g r r , respectively E + F ∈ |K C − g r r |. Take D ∈ C (r) , respectively D ∈ C (g− −r) , general and take E ∈ C (r) , respectively E ∈ C (g− −r) , such that D + E ∈ g r r , respectively D + E ∈ |K C − g r r |. Since D = D + D is a general e ective divisor of degree g − on C, one has dim |D| = . The Riemann-Roch Theorem implies dim |K C − D| = . Let E = E + E . Then D + E ∈ |K C |, therefore also dim |E| = . This implies |D| = {D} and |E| = {E}. In particular |E | = {E }. Thus E is completely determined by D by the condition E ∈ |K C − g r r − D |. Since D is general, it is chosen independently from D , therefore no point of D is contained in E .
Since D is general we infer that dim |D | = , and the Riemann-Roch Theorem yields dim |K C − D | = r. Since D + E ∈ |K C − D | and D + E = D + E + E ∈ g r r + E one obtains dim |g r r + E | = r. This implies that *Corresponding author: Marc Coppens: KU Leuven, Technologiecampus Geel, Departement Elektrotechniek (ESAT), Kleinhoefstraat 4, 2440 Geel, Belgium, email: marc.coppens@kuleuven.be E is the xed locus of |g r r + E |. Let P be a point of D . Since we already know that P ∉ E , it follows that E is contained in the xed locus of |g r r − P + E | too. Let P ὔ be a point of D and consider D ὔ = D − P + P ὔ ∈ C (r) 
This implies P = P ὔ . This is impossible because P ∈ D and P ὔ ∈ D while D and D are general independently chosen e ective divisors. Therefore E ̸ = E ὔ (and also E ̸ = E ὔ ).
The advantage of this proof for adaptation to the case of metric graphs is that it makes no explicit use of linear algebra, which is used in the proof given in e.g. [3, Chapter III]. For metric graphs it is not clear how to adapt those linear algebra techniques in a suitable way. A remaining di culty is the use of xed divisors in the proof given above. In the case of curves, if F is an e ective divisor such that dim |D + F| = dim |D|, then for all E ∈ |D + F| one has E ≥ F. For metric graphs this is not true any more.
In the rst part of the proof, for a metric graph Γ we describe a situation that is very similar to the situation of curves. In that situation we obtain corresponding e ective divisors D and E of degree g − together with decompositions D = D + D and E = E + E using g r r and |K Γ − g r r | such that the linear systems associated to those divisors do not contain other divisors. This description and the rest of the proof make intensive use of the Abel-Jacobi maps as de ned in [10] . In the second part of the proof, within this situation we can repeat the rst steps of the proof for the case of curves. Then in order to avoid the use of the xed divisor of a linear system, we introduce more complicated arguments. From those arguments, using a rank-determining set described in [9] , one obtains the remaining part of Cli ord's Theorem. So clearly the proof is not a direct corollary of the Riemann-Roch Theorem.
The case of tropical curves is an immediate corollary of the case of metric graphs. A tropical curve C can be de ned as being a metric graph Γ together with some so-called unbounded edges; see e.g. [7] . It is wellknown that there is a bijective correspondence between linear systems on C and on Γ. Also the case of nite graphs follows from the case of metric graphs. Associated to a nite graph G there is a metric graph Γ using an interval of length one to realize each edge. A divisor D on G can also be considered as a divisor on Γ, and it is proved in [8] that the ranks of D on G and on Γ are equal. Hence if G has a g r r then Γ has a g r r . In that case our theorem implies that Γ has a g . Metric graphs having a g can be described by means of a harmonic morphism of degree two from Γ to a tree T (with one exception, in which case G is trivially hyperelliptic); see [5] . Using this description one can prove the existence of a divisor D in G belonging to g as a divisor on Γ. Then again from [8] one obtains that D de nes a g on G.
Some generalities . Divisors on metric graphs
A metric graph Γ is a compact connected metric space having for each point P on Γ the following local description. There exists an integer n ≥ such that some neighbourhood of P is isometric to the set {z ∈ ℂ : z = te kπi/n with t ∈ [ , r] ⊂ ℝ and k ∈ ℤ} for some r > and with P corresponding to ∈ ℂ. This number n, which depends on P, is called the valence val(P) of P. For a metric graph Γ we de ne the set of vertices by
If V(Γ) = then g(Γ) = . We do not consider this case and therefore we assume that V(Γ) ̸ = . The set of edges E(Γ) is the set of connected components of Γ \ V(Γ). For such a component e (which is open in Γ) there is a homeomorphism to some nite open interval of ℝ that is locally isometric. Fixing such a homeomorphism for each edge e we have an identi cation e ⊂ ℝ as being a nite open interval. The set e \ e, where e is the closure of e in Γ, is a subset of V(Γ) containing at most two points. If it consists of one point, then e is called a loop. The genus of the graph Γ is given by the formula
A graph of genus 0 is called a tree. A spanning tree of Γ is any connected union T of the closures of |V(Γ)| − edges of Γ containing V(Γ). Such a spanning tree T is a metric graph of genus 0 and Γ \ T is the union of g(Γ) edges of Γ.
A divisor on a metric graph Γ is a nite formal integer linear combination of points on Γ. If D is a divisor and P is a point on Γ, then we write D(P) to denote the coe cient of D at P:
A divisor D is called e ective if D(P) ≥ for all P ∈ Γ, and we write D ≥ in that case. More generally we write D ≥ D if D − D ≥ . The sum of the coe cients of a divisor D is called the degree of the divisor
The support of D is de ned by
If D is e ective, then instead of writing P ∈ Supp(D) we often write P ∈ D. The canonical divisor is de ned by
A principal divisor on Γ is de ned by a rational function f on Γ. This is a continuous function f : Γ → ℝ such that for each e ∈ E(Γ) there exists a nite partition e = e ∪ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∪ e n of e ⊂ ℝ in subintervals such that f restricted to e i is a ne with integer slope. For P ∈ Γ we de ne div(f)(P) as being the sum of all slopes of f on Γ in all directions emanating from P. Two divisors D and D on Γ are linearly equivalent if D − D is a principal divisor, and we write D ∼ D in that case. Linearly equivalent divisors have the same degree. For a divisor D on Γ the linear system |D| is the set of all e ective divisors linearly equivalent to D. The rank r(D) of a divisor D on Γ is − if |D| is empty. If |D| is not empty, then r(D) is the largest integer r such that for each e ective divisor E of degree r one has |D − E| ̸ = .
A linear system |D| with r(D) = r ≥ and deg(D) = d is called a linear system g r d on Γ. One has the following a Riemann-Roch Theorem (see [4] , [7], [10]):
.
Reduced divisors
A very important tool in the study of divisors on metric graphs is the use of reduced divisors. 
S,P has a non-saturated boundary point Q with respect to D. It is well-known that for each divisor E on Γ and for each point P on Γ there is a unique P-reduced divisor D on Γ linearly equivalent to E. If |E| ̸ = , then this divisor D is e ective (in particular it belongs to |E|) and for each D ὔ ∈ |E| one has D(P) ≥ D ὔ (P). This gives rise to the following easy but useful lemma.
Lemma 1. Let D be an e ective divisor on Γ and assume that for all P ∈ Γ the divisor D is P-reduced. Then
2 Lemma 2. Let D be an e ective divisor on Γ and assume that there exists P ∈ Γ such that D is not P-reduced.
Let Q and Q be the points of S on those components closest to P and P ; of course Q ̸ = Q . Then Q + Q is linearly equivalent to an e ective divisor of degree with support contained in e and having at least one of the points P and P in its support; see Figure 1 . In this gure both arrows have the same length, one of them ending at P (in general P i is closest to Q i ). Then one uses a rational function being locally constant on the graph except for the part indicated by an arrow where it has slope equal to . Next, assume that U S,P ∩ V(Γ) ̸ = and let Q be a point in V(Γ) ∩ U S,P closest to some boundary point of U c S,P . Then there is a subdivisor D ὔ of D (with support contained in S) such that D ὔ is linearly equivalent to an e ective divisor D ὔὔ with support contained in U S,P and containing Q in its support; see Figure 2 . In this gure the arrrows start at each boundary point of U c S,P . All those arrows have the same length and at least one of them ends at Q. Again one uses a rational function being locally constant on the graph except for the part indicated by an arrow where it has slope equal to .
. The symmetric product of a metric graph
For an integer d ≥ the symmetric product Γ (d) is the quotient Γ d /S d of Γ d under the action of the symmetric group S d using the quotient topology. It is the natural topological space parametrizing e ective divisors on Γ of degree d.
On Γ (d) there exists a natural integer a ne structure de ned and described in [1, 2.1]. This is based on a strati cation of
. Let e , . . . , e d ὔ be the edges containing a particular point of Supp(D) \ V(Γ); those edges need not be mutually di erent. Using the identi cation of e i with an open interval e i ⊂ ℝ, the cell e containing D is identi ed with an open subset of
if all edges are mutually di erent, see [1] for the other situations. In particular e is identi ed with an open subset of ℝ d ὔ and we write dim(e) = d ὔ . When making this identi cation we also write e ⊂ ℝ d ὔ . Clearly, if P ∈ Supp(D) \ V(Γ) then the subset e P = {D ὔ ∈ e : P ∈ D ὔ } is an a ne hyperplane section of e ⊂ ℝ d ὔ through D. This observation will be useful in the proof of the Main Theorem.
We write Γ (d) ⊂ Γ (d) to denote the subset of the divisors D containing some vertex in their support or having less than d di erent points in their support. It is a nite union of cells of Γ (d) of dimension less than d.
. The tropical Jacobian and the Abel-Jacobi maps
In [10, 6.1] one de nes the tropical Jacobian J(Γ) of a metric graph Γ. The authors introduce one-forms on Γ and Ω(Γ) is the space of global one-forms on Γ. It is a g-dimensional real vector space. For e ∈ E(Γ) identi ed with an open interval e ⊂ ℝ the restriction of ω ∈ Ω(Γ) to e corresponds to a constant one-form on that interval. In this way, for a path in Γ the integral ∫ ω is well de ned and de nes a linear function on Ω(Γ). Let e be a cell of Γ (d) of dimension d ὔ and consider the identi cation e ⊂ ℝ d ὔ . From the description of I(d) using integrals we obtain that there is an a ne map i e : ℝ d ὔ → ℝ g such that the restriction of I(d) to e is equal to the composition of the restriction of the a ne map to e with the natural quotient map ℝ g → J(Γ). If the rank of i e is equal to f ≤ d ὔ , then i e (e) is an open subset of some a ne subspace L e of ℝ g of dimension f . In this case we write dim(I(d)(e)) = f and we have dim(I(d)(e)) ≤ dim(e). We call such an a ne map i e : e → ℝ g a lift of the restriction of I(d) to e. Using these conventions one has dim(I(d)(Γ (d) )) < d.
The existence of bijections between cells of the symmetric products
In this part of the proof we describe the situation in which we can perform the rst steps of the proof given for curves. From now on we assume that Γ is a metric graph of genus g such that there exists a linear system g r r on Γ with ≤ r ≤ g − .
Lemma 3. Assume that Γ is the union of a tree T and g loops e , . . . , e g . Then Γ has a g . (Remember the de nition of a loop used in this paper.)
Proof. Let P i be the unique point of e i \ e i (hence P i ∈ T) and consider the divisor D = P . Let Q ∈ T. Then using the tree one can nd a rational function f on Γ (constant on the loops) such that div(f) = D − Q. We obtain Q ∈ |D| for all points Q ∈ T. In particular P i ∈ |D| for ≤ i ≤ g. Using the loop e i one can nd a rational function f on Γ (constant on Γ \ e i ) showing that for each Q ∈ e i there exists Q ὔ ∈ e i such that Q + Q ὔ ∈ |D|; see Figure 3 . From now on we assume that Γ is not a tree with g loops. Let T be a spanning tree for Γ and let e , . . . , e g be the edges of Γ not contained in T. Take Q i ∈ e i for ≤ i ≤ g. By the assumption on Γ, we can assume without loss of generality that e g is not a loop of Γ. Then inside T ∪ e g there is another spanning tree T ὔ of Γ containing e g . Then there is an edge e g+ ∉ {e , . . . , e g } contained in T but not contained in T ὔ . Take Q g+ ∈ e g+ . This is a point of T. From [9, Proposition 3.28] it follows that {Q , . . . , Q g+ } is a rank-determining set for Γ. This implies that, in order to prove that Γ has a linear system g , it is enough to prove the existence of P i ∈ Γ such that for ≤ i < j ≤ g + one has P i + Q i ∼ P j + Q j . We are going to prove that such points P i exist for suitable (general) choices of Q i on e i for ≤ i ≤ g + .
For the rest of this section, in order to describe the desired situation, we x the following situation. Assume that e , . . . , e g− is an ordered set of g − di erent edges of Γ such that Γ \ (e ∪ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∪ e g− ) contains a spanning tree of Γ. Recall that Γ has a g r r with ≤ r ≤ g − . We write e, respectively e and e , for the cell of Γ (g− ) , respectively Γ (r) and Γ (g− −r) , de ned by e × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × e g− , respectively e × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × e r and e r+ × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × e g− . If a divisor D ∈ e ⊂ Γ (g− ) is written as D = Q + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q g− , then we assume that Q i ∈ e i for ≤ i ≤ g − . Proof. Take P ∈ Γ and S ⊆ Supp(D) \ {P}. A spanning tree of Γ not containing one of the edges e , . . . , e g− is contained in some connected component of Γ \ S. Because of the description of the points of Supp(D) it follows that this connected component is equal to Γ \ S. Therefore U S,P is equal to Γ \ S and U c S,P = S. For Q ∈ S the outgoing degree of S at Q is equal to while D(Q) = . This implies that D is P-reduced for all P ∈ Γ. Therefore |D| = {D}, see Lemma 1.
2
The previous lemma states that the restriction I(g − ) : e → J(Γ) is injective. Thus a lift i e : e → ℝ g has rank g − and dim(I(g − )(e)) = g − . In order to make the notation not too involved, in such cases we also write e to denote its image in J(Γ) and its image in ℝ g xing a lift i e (writing inclusions to make the meaning clear if necessary). Let D = Q + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q r and D = Q r+ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q g− . Because |D| = {D} also |D | = {D } and |D | = {D }. Since D ∈ e , respectively D ∈ e , the restriction I(r) : e → J(Γ), respectively I(g − − r) : e → J(Γ), is injective and has image of dimension r, respectively g − r − . Also this image is denoted by e , respectively by e . The previous lemma also implies that r(D) = for D ∈ e. Then the Riemann-Roch Theorem implies that r(K Γ − D) = . In particular there exists E ∈ Γ (g− ) such that E ∈ |K Γ − D|. Let k = I( g − )(K Γ ). We also write k to denote a chosen lift in ℝ g .
The following proposition is similar to some observations made in [2] . We include here a complete proof because it will be re ned afterwards using the existence of the linear system g r r on Γ. This proposition does not make use of the existence of the linear system g r r .
Proposition 1.
There exists an open dense subset U ὔ e of e such that for D ∈ U ὔ e and E ∈ |K Γ − D| the following properties hold.
4. There exist neighbourhoods U, respectively V, of D, respectively E, in e ⊂ ℝ g− , respectively f ⊂ ℝ g− , and an a ne isomorphism ℝ g− → ℝ g− such that the restriction to e ⊂ ℝ g− induces a bijection µ :
Proof. As already mentioned before this proposition, from Lemma 4 and the Riemann-Roch Theorem it follows that E ∈ |K Γ − D| exists. Therefore
is an open subset of an a ne subspace L c of ℝ g of dimension dim(I(g − )(c)). Small neighbourhoods of I(g− )(E) in I(g− )(c)∩ (k−e) ⊂ J(Γ) are the images on J(Γ) of small neighbourhoods of i c (E) in L c ∩ (k − e) ⊂ ℝ g . In particular k − e ⊂ ℝ g has to be covered by such a ne subspaces L c . We say that such an a ne subspace L c and k − e ⊂ ℝ g have small intersection if dim(L e ∩ (k − e)) < dim(k − e) with dim(k − e) = g − .
If L c and k − e ⊂ ℝ g do not have small intersection, then k − e ⊂ L c .
Let U ὔ e be the complement inside k − e ⊂ J(Γ) of the images of L c ∩ (k − e) ⊂ ℝ g with L e having small intersection with k − e. Since Γ (g− ) has nitely many cells it follows that U ὔ e is a dense open subset of e. From now on we take D ∈ U ὔ e . Remember that E ∈ Γ (g− ) with D + E ∈ |K Γ |. From the de nition of U ὔ e it follows that E satis es statement 3 of the proposition.
If E belongs to a cell contained in Γ (g− ) then dim(L c ) ≤ g − . In that case L c and k − e have small intersection. Thus I(g − )(E) ∉ I(g − )(Γ (g− ) ). From Lemma 2 it follows that if there exists some point P ∈ Γ such that E is not P-reduced, then E is linearly equivalent to some E ὔ ∈ Γ (g− ) . Because of our choice of D this is not possible, therefore E is P-reduced for all P ∈ Γ. By Lemma 1 this implies |E| = {E}. We obtain statement 1 of the proposition. Write E = P + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + P g− and for ≤ i ≤ g − write f i ∈ E(Γ) with P i ∈ f i . For ≤ i < j ≤ g − one has f i ̸ = f j , otherwise one has P i + P j ∼ P ὔ i + P ὔ j for some other points on f i , contradicting |E| = {E}. Let f be the cell de ned by f × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × f g− containing E. We found that {E} is a bre of the restriction of I(g − ) to f. Thus a lift i f : f → ℝ g is de ned by an a ne map ℝ g− → ℝ g of rank g − . Therefore dim(I(g − )(f)) = g − . This implies statement 2 of the proposition. It also implies that i f :
Then U, respectively V, is a neighbourhood of D, respectively E, in e, respectively f. De ne µ = i − f ∘ j e : U → V. This is a bijection. It is also the restriction of an a ne map ℝ g− → ℝ g− of rank g − under the identi cations U ⊂ e ⊂ ℝ g− and V ⊂ f ⊂ ℝ g− .
Take D ὔ ∈ U and let µ(D ὔ ) = E ὔ . Then by de nition of µ we have i f (E ὔ ) = k − i e (D ὔ ). By projection on J(Γ)
This nishes the proof of statement 4 of the proposition.
Now we are going to use the linear system g r r on Γ to obtain a re nement of the previous proposition. For F ∈ g r r we write h = I( r)(F) ∈ J(Γ). We also write h to denote a xed lift in ℝ g . Remember the cells e, e and e . Proof. By de nition there exists E ∈ Γ (r) such that D + E ∈ g r r . Because of the Riemann-Roch Theorem 1. There is an a ne isomorphism ℝ r → ℝ r such that the restriction to e ⊂ ℝ r induces a bijection µ :
bijection from a neighbourhood of D in e to a neighbourhood of E in f
satisfying the properties stated in Proposition 1.
Proof. Take D ∈ U ὔ e , let µ be as in Proposition 1 and let E = µ(D).
We have E ∈ f as in Proposition 1. Let D = D + D with D i ∈ e i and write E = E + E as in Lemma 5. This de nes f and f with E i ∈ f i for i = , as in the statement of this lemma. One has I(r)(E ) ∈ h − I(r)(e ). There exist lifts i e : e → ℝ g , respectively i f : f → ℝ g , de ning e , respectively f , as an open subset of an a ne subspace L e , respectively L f , of dimension r in ℝ g such that i f (E ) ∈ h − e ⊂ ℝ g . Repeating the arguments from the proof of Proposition 1 it follows that for D outside a nite union of proper intersections of a ne subspaces of
Then U , respectively V , is a neighbourhood of D , respectively E , in e , respectively f . De ne µ = i − f ∘j e : U → V . This map comes from an a ne isomorphism as mentioned in statement 1 of the proposition.
Take D ὔ ∈ U and let µ(D ὔ ) = E ὔ . By de nition we have i f (E ὔ ) = h − i e (D ὔ ). By projection on J(Γ) we obtain
This nishes the proof of statement 1 of the proposition.
From
Repeating the same kind of arguments for D outside a nite number of proper intersections of a ne subspaces of ℝ g− with U ὔ e we obtain statement 2 of the proposition for D ∈ e and E ∈ f . Therefore statements 1 and 2 of the proposition hold for D in some dense open subset U e of e. Now U × U is a neighbourhood of D in e and V × V is a neighbourhood of E in f (after permuting the factors of f).
Shrinking U and U one can assume that U × U ⊂ U with U as in the statement 3 of Proposition 1. Since {µ(D ὔ )} = |K Γ − D ὔ | one has E ὔ = µ(D ὔ ). Hence µ = µ × µ on U × U (after permuting the factors of f). This nishes the proof of statement 3 of the proposition. 
The existence of the g
The following proposition will be the key property for the proof of the Main Theorem.
Proposition 3. Let D ∈ U e as in Proposition 2 and write D = D + D with D i ∈ e i for i = , . Let E = E + E as in Proposition 2. Let Q ∈ D and Q ὔ ∈ D . There exist P ∈ E and P ὔ ∈ E such that Q + P ∼ Q ὔ + P ὔ .
Moreover there exists a neighbourhood U ὔ , respectively V ὔ , U ὔ and V ὔ , of D −Q, respectively E −P, D −Q ὔ and E − P ὔ , of its cell in Γ (r− ) , respectively Γ (r− ) , Γ (g−r− ) and Γ (g−r− ) , such that the following properties hold.
Here Q × U ὔ is the subset of e of divisors Q + D ὔ with D ὔ ∈ U ὔ and similarly for the other sets. Moreover µ and µ are the bijections obtained in Proposition 2 and the bijections µ ὔ and µ ὔ are obtained by restriction of µ and µ and permutations of the coordinates.
Statements 1 and 2 of Proposition 3 are crucial for the proof of the Main Theorem. This is because they imply the following corollary.
Corollary 1. The point P, respectively P ὔ , obtained from the point Q, respectively Q ὔ , in Proposition 3 is completely determined by Q, respectively Q ὔ , and the map µ , respectively µ . More concretely P, respectively P ὔ , is the unique point such that there is a neighbourhood U ὔ , respectively U ὔ , of D − Q, respectively D − Q ὔ , such that P, respectively P ὔ , is contained in µ (F), respectively µ (F), for all F
Since dim(µ (Q + (U ὔ ∩ U ὔὔ ))) = r − we obtain a contradiction. This nishes the proof for the statement about the point P. The statement about the point P ὔ can be proved using the same kind of argument.
2
Proof of Proposition 3. Without loss of generality we can assume that Q = Q and Q ὔ = Q r+ . We can also assume that the numbering of the points of the divisor E is such that f is de ned by f × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × f r and f is de ned by f r+ × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × f g− .
Let D ὔὔ = D − Q , D ὔ = D ὔὔ + Q r+ , D ὔὔ = D − Q r+ and D ὔ = D ὔὔ + Q . In particular D = D ὔ + D ὔ is a decomposition of D exchanging Q and Q r+ . As explained in Lemma 5 there exists E ὔ ∈ Γ (r) 
and
Up to now we have used the same arguments as in the proof for curves given in the introduction. From now on we have to use di erent arguments.
Without loss of generality we can assume that the numbering of the points in E is such that E ὔὔ = E ∩ E ὔ = P i + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + P r (of course if i = r + then E ὔὔ = ). For i = we have E = E ὔ and therefore E = E ὔ . Then using (1) and (2) we obtain |g r r (−Q )| = |g r r (−Q r+ )| implying Q ∼ Q r+ . Since Q ̸ = Q r+ and |D| = {D}, this is not possible. We conclude that i ≥ . In order to prove the existence of the points P and P ὔ mentioned in the statement of the proposition it is enough to prove that i = . Indeed if i = then E = E ὔὔ + P and E ὔ = E ὔὔ + P for some P ∈ E . Without loss of generality we can assume that the numbering of the points in E is such that P = P r+ . Then E + D = E ὔὔ + D ὔὔ + P + Q ∈ g r r and E ὔ + D ὔ = E ὔὔ + D ὔὔ + P r+ + Q r+ ∈ g r r and therefore P + Q ∼ P r+ + Q r+ . The proof that i = is going to imply also statements 1 and 2 of the proposition and therefore also the characterisation of P (respectively P r+ ) by Q and µ (respectively Q r+ and µ ) mentioned in the corollary.
The divisor D ὔὔ belongs to the cell e ὔ of Γ (r− ) identi ed with ∏ r i= e i ⊂ ℝ r− . A suitable lift of the image under I(r) of Q + e ὔ ⊂ e is the intersection of e ⊂ ℝ r with an a ne hyperplane. Let U ὔ be a neighbourhood of D ὔὔ in e ὔ such that Q + U ὔ ⊂ U . Then µ (Q + U ὔ ) is an open subset of the intersection of f ⊂ ℝ r with an a ne hyperplane.
Take F ὔὔ ∈ U ὔ and let G = (µ )(Q + F ὔὔ ). Performing some manipulations with divisors we are going to prove the crucial fact that E is contained in the divisor G . Loosely speaking we are going to show that moving D while keeping one point xed implies moving E but also keeping at least one point xed.
From µ (Q + F ὔὔ ) = G and µ (D ) = E it follows by Proposition 2 that
Since deg(F ὔὔ ) = r − it follows from (3) that there exists G ∈ Γ (g−i) such that
and from (4) and (5) we obtain
Since E ∩ E = it follows from (6) that E ≤ G . Therefore there exists G ὔ ∈ Γ (r−i+ ) with
From (6) and (7) we obtain G = G ὔ + E . Since G is an arbitrary point of µ (Q + U ὔ ) it follows that
Inside ℝ r containing f one has that µ (Q + U ὔ ) is an open subset of an a ne hyperplane contained in f . Also (E + Γ (r−i+ ) ) ∩ f is an open subset of an a ne subspace of dimension r − i + . Thus r − ≤ r − i + , hence i ≤ . Since we already know that i ≥ we obtain that i = . As already explained, this proves the existence of the points P and P ὔ as in the statement of the proposition.
We also obtain that E = P and therefore
Since
is an open subset of an a ne hyperplane section of f ⊂ ℝ r and P + f ὔ is an a ne hyperplane section of f ⊂ ℝ r . The inclusion (8) implies that it is the same hyperplane section. Therefore there exists a neighbourhood V ὔ of E ὔὔ in f ὔ such that µ induces by restriction a bijection between Q + U ὔ and P + V ὔ . So we obtain statement 1 of the proposition.
The divisor D ὔὔ = D −Q r+ belongs to the cell e ὔ of Γ (g−r− ) identi ed with ∏ g− i=r+ f i ⊂ ℝ g−r− and of course Q r+ +e ὔ ⊂ e . Let U ὔ be a neighbourhood of D ὔὔ inside e ὔ such that Q r+ +U ὔ ⊂ U with U as in Proposition 2. From the description of µ one obtains for F ∈ U ὔ and G = µ(Q r+ + F ) that Q r+ + F + G ∈ |K Γ − g r r |. Since µ = µ × µ (by statement 3 of Proposition 2) one has µ(D + Q r+ + F ) = µ (D ) + µ (Q r+ + F ) = E + G . Using the decomposition (D ) + (Q r+ + F ) and the points Q ∈ D and Q r+ ∈ Q r+ + F one obtains the existence of points P ∈ E and P ὔ ∈ G such that Q + P ∼ Q r+ + P ὔ (this is the existence of the points P and P ὔ in the statement of this proposition). Because the rst part D and the point Q ∈ D did not change, it follows from statement 1 of the proposition (this statement is already proved) that P = P ; see the arguments used in the proof of Corollary 1. So we obtain the existence of P ὔ ∈ G such that Q + P ∼ Q r+ + P ὔ . But we already know that Q + P ∼ Q r+ + P r+ . This implies P ὔ ∼ P r+ and since |P r+ | = {P r+ } we obtain P ὔ = P r+ . Since P ὔ ∈ G this implies that G ∈ P r+ + Γ (g−r− ) . But G = µ (Q r+ + F ) with F ∈ U ὔ arbitrary. We obtain
Taking D ὔὔ ∈ U ὔ and using µ (Q r+ + D ὔὔ ) = µ (D ) = E = P r+ + E ὔὔ with E ὔὔ = E − P r+ = P r+ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + P g− we nd that P r+ + E ὔὔ ∈ µ (Q r+ +U ὔ ). Let f ὔ be the cell of Γ (g−r− ) containing E ὔὔ . As in the proof of statement 1 of the proposition one concludes the existence of neighbourhoods U ὔ , respectively V ὔ , of D ὔὔ ∈ e ὔ , respectively E ὔὔ ∈ f ὔ , such that by restriction µ induces a bijection from Q r+ + U ὔ onto P r+ + V ὔ . This nishes the proof of statement 2 of the proposition.
Proof of the Main Theorem. Let e , . . . , e g+ be di erent edges of Γ such that the closures of e ∪ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∪ e g and e ∪ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∪ e g− ∪ e g+ are spanning trees of Γ (see the beginning of Section 3). Let e , respectively e and e , be the cells of Γ (g− ) corresponding to e × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × e g− , respectively e × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × e g− × e g and e × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × e g− × e g+ . One has open dense subsets U e i of e i satisfying Proposition 2 for ≤ i ≤ . Take points Q i ∈ e i for ≤ i ≤ g + such that Q + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q g− ∈ U e , Q + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q g− + Q g ∈ U e and Q + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q g− + Q g+ ∈ U e . From Proposition 1 we obtain bijections µ i for ≤ i ≤ using those three divisors. Also from Proposition 3 we obtain bijections µ i and µ i with ≤ i ≤ . It is important that since r ≤ g − in applying Proposition 2 to those three divisors we use the same bijection µ = µ = µ (denoted by µ ). Indeed, in the decomposition of the three divisors as a sum of two e ective divisors the rst term always equals the same divisor Q + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q r .
We start by using Q + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q g− ∈ U e . Let E = P + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + P g− = µ (Q + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q g− ), E = P + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + P r = µ (Q + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q r ) and E = µ (Q r+ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q g− ). We apply Proposition 3 using Q = Q and Q ὔ = Q r+ . We can assume that the numbering of the points on E is such that we obtain Q + P ∼ Q r+ + P r+ . In case r < g − we apply Proposition 3 with again Q = Q but Q ὔ ∈ Q r+ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q g− . Again we nd P ∈ E and P ὔ ∈ E with Q + P ∼ Q ὔ + P ὔ . Since P and P are completely determined by the choice of Q ∈ Q + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q r and the map µ , it follows that P = P (this is explained in Corollary 1 as a corollary of statement 1 of Proposition 3). So we obtain P ὔ ∈ E such that Q + P ∼ Q ὔ + P ὔ . It follows that Q r+ + P r+ ∼ Q ὔ + P ὔ . In case P r+ = P ὔ it would follow that Q r+ ∼ Q ὔ , which is not the case, therefore also P ὔ ̸ = P r+ . Therefore we can assume that the numbering of the points of E is such that Q + P ∼ Q i + P i for r + ≤ i ≤ g − . We apply Proposition 3 using Q ∈ Q + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q r and Q ὔ = Q r+ . Again we nd P ∈ E and P ὔ ∈ E such that Q + P ∼ Q r+ + P ὔ . Now we use the fact that both P r+ and P ὔ are determined by the choice of the point Q r+ ∈ Q r+ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q g− and the map µ (again see Corollary 1 as a corollary of statement 2 of Proposition 2). Thus P ὔ = P r+ and therefore there exists P ∈ E such that Q + P ∼ Q r+ + P r+ . As before from the fact that Q ̸ = Q it follows that P ̸ = P and one can assume that the numbering of the points of E is such that P i + Q i ∼ Q j + P j for ≤ i < j ≤ g − . Now we apply Proposition 3 to Q + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q g− + Q g ∈ U e using Q ∈ Q + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q r and Q g ∈ Q r+ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q g− + Q g . There exist points P ∈ µ (Q +⋅ ⋅ ⋅+ Q r ) and P ὔ ∈ µ (Q r+ +⋅ ⋅ ⋅+ Q g− + Q g ) such that Q + P ∼ Q g + P ὔ . However P is completely determined by the choice of Q ∈ Q + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q r and µ (remember that µ = µ = µ ). Therefore although we are working with a di erent bijection µ ̸ = µ we still have P = P . Therefore we nd P ὔ ∈ µ (Q r+ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q g− + Q g ) such that Q + P ∼ Q g + P ὔ . As before one can show that P ὔ ∉ {P , . . . , P g− }. We write P g instead of this point P ὔ .
Finally we apply Proposition 3 to Q + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q g− + Q g+ ∈ U e using Q ∈ Q + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q r and Q g+ ∈ Q r+ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q g− + Q g+ . Again we use the same map µ = µ . Therefore we obtain again the same point P and we conclude that there exists P ὔ ∈ µ (Q r+ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + Q g− + Q g+ ) such that Q + P ∼ Q g+ + P ὔ . Again one can show that P ὔ ∉ {P , . . . , P g } and we write P g+ to denote this point P ὔ . So we have found for ≤ i ≤ g + some point P i on Γ such that Q i + P i ∼ Q j + P j for ≤ i < j ≤ g + . In the beginning of Section 3 we already mentioned that {Q , . . . , Q g+ } is a rank-determining set of Γ. Therefore we have proved the existence of a linear system g on Γ.
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